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a b s t r a c t
Many systems in nature and engineering are composed of subsystems. These subsystems
may be formed in a linear, planar or spatial array. A typical example of these formations is a
chain of vehicles known as platoon formation in traffic flow. Platoon formation of vehicles
is a linear or planar formation of vehicles where a certain and a constant headway, and
sideway if applicable, is provided in between every and each one of them. It is argued
in this paper that a well-automated platoon formation of vehicles is an extreme case of
conformity. During this transformation from a many degrees of freedom formation to a
solid object, Tsallis q value is computed to be ranging from one extreme case of q = 3
to the other where q = 1, when classified in terms of inverse temperatures of clearance
fluctuations. At one extreme of q = 3, one observes unbounded fluctuations in clearance
fluctuations so that inverse temperature distributions approach a Dirac delta at the origin.
At the other extreme of q = 1, fluctuations in clearance tend to zero asymptotically, where
a solid structure of agents (vehicles) emerges. The transition from q = 3 to q = 1 is
investigated through synthetic and experimental clearance fluctuations between the cars.
The results show that during the transition from q = 3 to q = 1, the platoon loses its many
degrees of freedom (dof ) of motion until a solid single object emerges. Authors assert that
the Tsallis q value of a platoon of vehicles is limited to 3 > q > 1.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Traffic flow is a complex, many particle system where vehicles come into contact, forming possibly long-range, non-
Markovian typememory,where the dominating formof thermostatistics is the nonextensive entropic domain, instead of the
highly idealized Boltzmann–Gibbs (BG) framework. The existence of such interactions has been shown in detailed analysis
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in [1,2]. Unless interactions are ignored, and simplified, traffic flowwould hardly harbor Gaussian distributions, and ergodic
time series.
Since resources in traffic are quite limited, the general tendency is to have a broader cooperation among the vehicles so
that large groups of vehicles are commonly controlled and moved, avoiding jams, hoping to improve the overall efficiency
of the traffic infrastructure. This coordinated and harmonious motion of vehicles is meant to have a better control of the
highway traffic, directed to such amenities as fluent traffic, fuel economy, automated control of vehicles, etc. One such
push is by a platoon formation where the vehicles are formed in a planar array, as well as a linear fashion. A prescribed
distance is provided for each inter-vehicle clearance, and this distance and the speed of the formation are intended to be
kept constant throughout and their corresponding fluctuations (errors) should be kept as small as possible. Onemay discuss
the errors in either the speed, headway, sideway, or some of these variables for a given platoon formation. As the system is
better controlled, the headway fluctuations, for example, is expected to subside, giving way to an almost constant specified
headway distance. As the mean of the inverse variance and the variance of the inverse variance obtained from the errors
in clearances tend to zero, it is seen that, with an idealized many body system, pdf of the inverse variance approaches the
Dirac delta function.
The current traffic platoon formation literature has brought aboutmultifarious topics, covering awide range of issues. The
major drive behind the platoon formation research has been an efficient andwell-orchestrated traffic flow. Typical examples
of the literature on the vehicular traffic platoon have concentrated on such topics as the stability [3–6], management and
control [7,8], signal timing [9–11], safety, fuel consumption [12,13].
Of these traffic platoon literature for example the study [8] reviews some of the existing approaches to vehicular
formation control under leader–follower approach and virtual leader approach, and in the paper the authors point to the
importance of formation control in cooperative systems. The objective in their study is to design a feedback-based protocol
for connected autonomous vehicles considering the different network topologies of initial states. Lyapunov technique is
utilized to analyze the stability and consensus of the control protocol.
Another representative recent study for platoon management protocol could be [7] where the management is based
on wireless communication. The protocol is designed under three maneuvers i.e. merge, split, and lane-change. The fuel
consumption issue is addressed in many studies such as [13]. The authors consider a platooning problem in connection
with minimizing the fuel consumption of the trucks, and the optimal platoon routing is studied in the paper. The study [14]
deals with the multi- platoons-based cooperative driving and the inter-vehicle communication is the main concern in the
study. The consensus based control algorithms are proposed for the vehicle platooning formulation. More than one platoon
are considered and the results on inter and intra-platoon performances e.g. position and speed errors are evaluated for the
system performance in the paper.
In another recent work [15] for the string stability problem of vehicle platoon, a collision prevention pre-compensation
algorithm is proposed. The effectiveness of algorithm is tested by several simulation experiments. In the algorithm, such
inputs as acceleration, deceleration, speed, time delay of vehicle-to-vehicle communication are introduced.
In the study of [16], the authors concentrated on two models of platoon formation over traffic flow breakdown at an
expressway bottleneck, and speed transitions for a given platoon. Their traffic flow model considers the stochastic and
dynamic processes of the traffic at the bottleneck. In their models probabilistic nature of traffic is investigated and, for
example, for the speed transitions, Markov chain model is applied and on a bottleneck section of a single lane expressway,
their combined platoon-based traffic flow model estimates the breakdown probability in regard to given flow rate.
The study of [5] deals with intra-platoon informationmanagement strategies, and in the study the platoon string stability
is handled under the effects of communication delays. For the string stability in the platoon inter-vehicle communication is
needed where the wireless communication is utilized. Five information updating schemes are proposed in which the leader
vehicle conveys the data to its precedents and finally the simulation scenarios were also implemented.
In another work [6], the authors propose leader-following consensus algorithm to satisfy the string stability over the
platoon of the vehicles. Spacing error is the main concern in the algorithm and it is computed between each vehicle and its
neighbors. The simulation results cover the relation between both link probability and platoon size with error propagation,
and the different communication graphs are also given for their algorithm.
The Ref. [17] studies N identical particle (vehicles) on a circle, and deals with thermal equilibrium spacing distributions.
Hamiltonian function is performed to describe the energy of the system. Spacing between neighboring vehicles, and velocity
values of the vehicles are processed via a Hamiltonian function. However, the interactions are considered to be short-range,
and the generalized thermostatistics approach is not discussed as in [18].
As one may easily notice, the related platoon literature governs for example, the inter-vehicle communication, stability,
fuel consumption, control, etc. in traffic flow. In this paper, the cooperation in platoon formation is discussed through a
broader framework i.e. nonextensive thermostatistics. No references in literature could be found addressing the platoon
formation problem via nonextensivity, and to the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first time nonextensive
thermostatistics is applied to the platoon formation in the literature. We propose an upper and a lower limit of Tsallis q
entropic index for platoon formations of interacting and cooperating agents. The authors first investigate the vehicular traffic
platoon formation through a hypothetical scenario, and clearance errors are examined for the transition in the q values.
Then, a platoon of three vehicles is devised, equipped with ultrasonic range sensors, data acquisition cards and on-board
data loggers. The synthetic and experimental findings are compared and later, results are discussed. The authors elaborate
this so-called upper and lower limit theoretically in Section 3, whereas in Section 4 the authors utilize the superstatistics
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approach to obtain the q values, taking into account chi-square distributed inverse pseudo temperatures. It is argued that
when a maximum cooperation is observed, intra-platoon entropy would attain a minimum paradoxically at q = 1 in solid
form, when the platoon thermostatistics is governed by BG one. However, once the clearance fluctuations increase, the
entropic index of the platoon tends to q = 3. The reader should note that the computed q values are gathered from the
inverse temperature distributions.
2. Superstatistics
Possible generalization of BG theory has been proposed by Tsallis in 1988 [19]. It is also known as the generalization
of conventional statistical mechanics, and it is referred to as nonextensive statistical mechanics. It covers the extensive
BG thermostatistics as well. Often real systems may not be simplified and formulated under the assumptions of BG
thermostatistics. Since these systems are generally multicomponent and complex, and interactions are non-local and
dependent, relevant probability distributions of them deviate from the Gaussianity. Tsallis entropic form Eq. (1) is provided
as below
Sq = k
1−
W
i=1
pqi
q− 1

W
i
pi = 1; k > 0

(1)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, q is the entropic index, and pi is the state probability.
q− 1 could be considered to be an indicator of the deviation from the Gaussianity.
The dynamics of nonequilibrium systems could be represented with superstatistics theory. A superstatistical system
could arise from the superposition of at least two statistics which would correspond to Boltzmann factor Eq. (2), e−βE and
fluctuating intensive parameter β . The intensive parameter could be inverse temperature or another possible quantity such
as pressure and chemical potential for the given driven nonequilibrium systems [20]. The parameter β varies window to
window in a given time scale, and hence a relevant probability distribution could be found. In superstatistics, common
probability distributions out of β fluctuations are log-normal, inverse chi-square, and chi-square. Once the β is distributed
according to chi-square distribution, then the nonextensive Tsallis statistics emerges [21].
The function of an averaged Boltzmann factor (BF ) in [21]
BF(E) =
 ∞
0
f (β)e−βEdβ (2)
where E is the energy, f (β) is the probability distribution of β .
In superstatistics, the marginal probability p(ν) of data ν is given as, [2,21]
p(ν) =

f (β)p(ν|β)dβ. (3)
In Eq. (3), once the f (β) is χ2 distributed and the p(ν|β) is a Gaussian, then the p(ν) becomes a Tsallis distribution.
Under χ2 distributed β , the generalized canonical distributions of nonextensive statistical mechanics become, Eq. (4),
[2,21]
p(ν) ∼

1+ 1
2
β◦(q− 1)ν2
 1
1−q
(4)
where β◦ represents inverse variance of the whole data.
In our study, the intensive parameter can be described as inverse pseudo temperature which is derived from variances
in the form of 1/σ 2.
3. Methodology
It is intended to formulate the limiting case or cases for linear or planar platoon formations of vehicles. For the perfectly
controlled vehicle formations, one expects the variance of clearance error distribution of vehicles to tend to zero, as this will
be used for the superstatistics approach.
Definition 3.1. Let the platoon formation is characterized by the states clearances (C), sideway (S), and the speed (V ), so
that Q (C, S, V ) ∈ R(m−1)×(n−1)×k is the combined state vector, Fig. 1, where anm-by-n platoon as a many-body system has
(m− 1)× (n− 1) planar degrees of freedom and k represents the total number of vehicles. Then the general planar platoon
formation, hence, P(C, S) ∈ R(m−1)×(n−1) may be described as a matrix.
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Fig. 1. Representation of one lane and multilane vehicular platoon formation.
Definition 3.2. Let {X} → R be a clearance error dataset of the uniformly distributed vehicles in a platoon formation, with
variance Var(X) and mean µ(X). The clearances data is the set of the specified clearance and their respective errors.
Lemma 3.1. As the clearance errors tend to infinity, all of those unimodal continuous inverse temperature distributions approach
a single distribution, δ(x), the Dirac delta distribution, whose width is shrunk to zero.
Lemma 3.2. For a stable platoon formation, the Dirac delta function is localized at the specified clearance C, with a fluctuation
approaching zero. Asµ(X)→ 0 and Var(X)→ 0, the resulting inverse temperature distribution may safely be regarded as a chi-
square distribution χ2 with df →∞, where, df is degrees of freedom of the chi-square distribution, by virtue of the Lemma 3.1.
Definition 3.3. Let the ideal platoon formation be approached in the limit. Then the general planar platoon formation,
P(C, S) ∈ R(m−1)×(n−1) where an m-by-n platoon body would act as a single body, resulting in zero degrees of freedom
of motion solid object in plane.
Theorem 3.1. As ideal platoon formation is approached, errors in clearances (also in sideways) tend to zero. Then successive
clearance error readings are expected to locally relax to equilibrium at longer intervals. This state is the limiting case for any
multi-component system, where all the degrees of freedom of motion is lost at q = 1, obtained from the inverse temperature
distribution. For all the real platoon formations, q > 1.
Theorem 3.2. As collision avoidance is observed, and the maximum allowable fluctuations are assumed by the vehicles, the
maximum variance in clearances appears. The distribution of inverse temperatures is trivial, δ(x). This state is the limiting case for
any multi-component system, where this is the maximal degrees of freedom of motion with Var(X) → ∞, since all the vehicles
are actively error generating. But speaking of a fit in superstatistics domain, it is an extreme case of zero degrees of freedom fit to
a chi-square distribution, where µ(β) → 0. It is the opposite case of Theorem 3.1. This state of the platoon generates maximal
error fluctuations where the q value obtained from the fit to the inverse temperatures yields 3.
Proof. For a poorly controlledmany-component system i.e. large fluctuations in clearance, headway, sideway, or speed data
would generate Var(X) = ∞ in the limit, and the superstatistical processing of the inverse temperatures would yield both
Var(β) = 0 and µ(β) = 0. By virtue of Lemma 3.1, the distribution of the inverse temperature is a chi-square distribution
with zero degrees of freedom. By [21,22]
q , 1+ 2
1+ df (5)
where, df is degrees of freedom and zero in this case.
Eq. (5) dictates that the Tsallis index q of maximal error variance platoon formations be at worst q = 3 out of inverse
temperature fit, but all the real systems be forced to 3 > q.
The authors hence tentatively propose a Tsallis q index interval 3 > q > 1 for platoon-based vehicle or any other agent
formations, the Kosun–Ozdemir platoon interval.
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Lemma 3.3. The inequality 3 > q > 1 represents only the intra-platoon interactions. Extra-platoon interactions must be
regarded separately, either between the platoon and the outside world, or individual agents and the outside world.
Lemma 3.4. The variance in errors in clearances, sideway or speed data in the relevant phase space may only be reduced to zero
in the limit by notifying all the agents in the formation simultaneously, should there be a traffic contingency that may affect
the current state of the agents. All the communications and control actions must be immediate and platoon-wise global. Time
constants, rise and settling times, if any, are all assumed to be zero.
Lemma 3.5. At q = 1, this state is an extremum for the entropy, corresponding to a minimum. For the distinction of states,
position or energy-wise, see [1]. At this limit, the platoon does not generate entropy, except for the leading vehicle. The number of
the possible complexions for the rest of the vehicles is simply one. The leading vehicle represents the platoon and the platoon as a
whole may act as a random object.
Lemma 3.6. Provided that the highway is occupied only by the platoon, and no other traffic around, in the limit, only the leading
agent generates an entropy, and that entropy may simply be describable by BG thermostatistics, and nonextensive one may safely
be ignored.
It should be stated that all the presented q values are extracted through inverse temperature distribution generated by the
theory of superstatistics. The limiting cases represented by the q values in the preceding results may be seen contradictory
to the reader. For example, as asserted in Theorem 3.1, an ideal highly coordinated platoon formation is characterized by
q = 1. But traditionally, the realm of q = 1 is the domain of BG thermostatistics where the properties such as cooperation,
loss of degrees of freedom of motion etc. are absent.
The authors argue that the appearance of the limiting case of q = 1 corresponds to a single object platoon formation
since this state of formation is also the limiting case where all the intra-platoon interactions cease to exist. As the whole
platoon nowbecomes a single object, this single objectmay pick up a state randomly in its relevant phase space. The limiting
case of q = 3 corresponds to traffic flow involving high clearance fluctuations, whereas one might have expected instead
the statistics of these fluctuations comply with BG formalism. In contrast to the single solid object case, now the particles
are seemingly independent from each other. Please note again that these apparently contradicting q values stem from the
inverse temperature distribution.
4. Experimental setup, analyses and results
In the investigation of the transition from q = 3 to q = 1, synthetic and experimental data are utilized and their results
are compared. In Section 3, it is claimed and theoretically shown that if the platoon formation had lost its many degrees of
freedom, a Tsallis q value of 1 would have been obtained. First, three chi-square distributions of synthetic clearance errors
were generated. In all the cases, the maximum clearance error was reduced gradually from roughly a maximum of 100 cm,
to 60 cm and finally to 15 cm. Inverse pseudo temperature distributions are provided as bars, Fig. 2. In experimental work,
error ranges were observed by monitoring real-time clearance data inside the second and the third vehicles. Thus, both the
theoretical and experimental analyses are conducted within the confined ranges of±100,±60, and±15 cm clearance error
data.
For the theoretical analysis, a maximum of ±100 cm error on synthetic clearance data has been generated and their
inverse temperature values β are fitted with roughly 0.01 degrees of freedom, then the β values from ±60 cm error has
produced roughly 0.02 degrees of freedom fit, and finally β values from±15 cm error yielded 2.2, Fig. 2. Approximately, no
smaller than ±15 cm data could have been processed, since data distribution has become quite biased, and the analysis
of superstatistics could no longer be reliable based on ε, τ/T superstatistical criteria [2,23]. Besides, Fig. 5 is simply a
representation of the current trend (Lemma 3.1). Since the β parameter was scaled, it is easy to track the evolution of the
size and location of the bars as df comes down. It is seen that it is compressed towards left, Figs. 2 and 4.
As it can be inferred from Fig. 2, for the ±100 cm error range, β parameter values fall into the 0.004–0.014 range, then
the histogram peak occurs markedly since much of β values shrink into very small interval. For this range, Dirac delta-
like probability distribution is in question where the 0.01 df chi-square distribution could be well fitted. According to the
analyses of±60 cm errors, the β values on the histogram are in the range of 0.008–0.04, the form of Dirac delta probability
distribution begins to dissolve. The smallest range corresponds to ±15 cm error, and the β values on the histogram are
located in broader interval, which corresponds to 0.03–0.5.
Our findings in this paper indicate that, for the platoon formation once the clearance errors are generated with high
degrees of freedom chi-square distribution, the resulting β distributions, in turn, exhibit low degrees of freedom chi-
square distribution. In contrast, the given distribution of clearance errors with low degrees of freedom would lead to the
extraction of the β distribution with high degrees of freedom. Furthermore, a lessening of degrees of freedom represents
the diminishing of clearance errors, which also ensures the decreasing Tsallis entropic index q obtained from inverse
temperatures. Thus, the obtained q values are roughly 1.62, 2.96, and 2.98 through the computed degrees of freedom from
β-fit which are 2.2, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively as provided by Eq. (5). When inquiring the influence of range of clearance
errors on Tsallis q values, it is interpreted that the change in±60 to±15 is highly effective on the decrease in q value. In a
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Table 1
The parameters of three different synthetic clearance error data.
Synthetic data Error range (cm) df of β-fit Computed q value Inverse temperature range
Clearance error data # 1 ±100 0.01 2.98 0.004–0.014
Clearance error data # 2 ±60 0.02 2.96 0.008–0.04
Clearance error data # 3 ±15 2.2 1.62 0.03–0.5
Fig. 2. Histogram of inverse temperatures from synthetic clearance error data.
Fig. 3. The photograph and the illustration of actual in-campus platoon experiment.
nutshell, the change in computed q values is more pronounced between data # 2 and data # 3 than between data # 1 and
data # 2. The results are summarized on Table 1.
A series of actual platoon tests were conducted to judge how well the theoretical conclusions match those of real
traffic platoon (see Fig. 3). Four separate drives with three different cars in a single lane were carried out. Each drive is
approximately 1 km long, and vehicle speeds were limited to approximately 20 km/h to prevent possible collisions. The
experiment was conducted in the university campus, and during the tests driving vehicles were forced to occasional speed
changes due to pedestrian crossings and speed bumps, which are quite visible in histograms as noise. Three cars are involved
in the experiments, and second and third vehicles were equippedwith ultrasonic distancemeasuring sensors. The clearance
readings are recorded. The superstatistical analyses are carried out, and the inverse temperature values are calculated for
each clearance error interval and plotted in Fig. 4. Empirical results assert that ±100 cm clearance error range generates
the inverse temperature probability distribution à la Dirac delta on the left of Fig. 4, approaching q = 3. On the other hand,
those of±15 cm clearance error range provide growing variance with a decrease in q.
Our analyses indicate that the inverse temperature values for the±100 and±60 clearance errors from the synthetic data
shrink into the lower intervals compared to the actual data, while those for the±15 clearance errors becomewider. This also
proves that synthetic data would make the q values of inverse temperatures stretch to the limits. The degrees of freedom
values rise from 0.35 to 0.6 and then finally to 1.2., for the±100,±60,±15 experimental clearance error data, respectively,
Table 2. Hence, the computed q values for the actual tests are between 2.48 and 1.9, Eq. (5), whereas those out of synthetic
data varied between 2.98 and 1.62, showing broader interval of the q values for the synthetic one.
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Table 2
The parameters of three different experimental clearance error data.
Experimental data Error range (cm) df of β-fit Computed q value Inverse temperature range
Clearance error data # 1 ±100 0.35 2.48 0.0026–0.08
Clearance error data # 2 ±60 0.6 2.25 0.0043–0.1484
Clearance error data # 3 ±15 1.2 1.9 0.0446–0.1830
Fig. 4. Histogram of inverse temperatures from experimental clearance error data.
Fig. 5. Histogram of inverse temperatures of clearance errors.
It should be stressed out that the assertion that as the fluctuations tend to infinity inverse temperature distributions
aggregate on the left around zero towards a Dirac delta distribution has been verified, both theoretically, Fig. 2, and in
practice Fig. 4. It is also shown that as fluctuations tend to zero, inverse temperature distributions migrate to the right.
Inspecting Figs. 2 and 4 reveals that theoretical data is spread out further than the actual data obtained from a series of
experiments of a platoon of three vehicles, Fig. 4. The spreading of the inverse temperatures out of±15 cm error fluctuations
is more apparent in both synthetic and actual data. This would translate into smaller q values compared to those of larger
fluctuation data, as evident on Tables 1 and 2.
5. Conclusions
The limiting cases of linear or planar formations of vehicular platoons have been discussed in the context of nonextensive
thermostatistical framework. An idealized scenario is consideredwhere a perfect control of a platoonof vehicles is devised. In
this scheme, the inter-vehicle clearances, and possibly sideways for thatmatter, are kept constant. This hypothetical scenario
also allowed zero or near zero errors in clearances, tending to infinite degrees of freedom of fit to inverse temperature
distributions in the relevant superstatistical analyses.
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The platoon problem is presented through a set of lemmas and theorems, to propose the limiting cases of this perfectly
controlled, highly coordinated, near zero entropy vehicular cluster, and its opposite high variance, loose set of vehicles,
reminiscent of gas state. It is also conjectured that well-coordinated and controlled many body systems lose degrees of
freedom, until finally a rigid body state is reached where q = 1.
By superstatistics, it is proven that a zero degree of freedom chi-square distribution must approach the limiting case
of q = 3, where the platoon has the maximal degrees of freedom. Through superstatistics, it is shown that, for unimodal
distributions, since the Dirac delta function is a limiting case of distributions, it must possess a zero degree of freedom,
having a zero mean and the variance.
The proposed limiting cases of q may be seen conflicting. Even though the realm of q = 1 is the domain of BG
thermostatistics, an ideal highly coordinated platoon formation has been characterized by q = 1. At the other extreme,
the limiting case of q = 3 corresponds to platoon traffic flow involving high clearance fluctuations where one might have
expected an ordered traffic flow.
The authors would like to generalize the lower limit of the proposed interval platoon-like traffic flow to any well-
organized many-body systemwhere similar interacting and cooperating agents may be observed, such as swarms of robots
on a specifiedmission. Since the limiting cases are also an indicator of the level of cooperation, it may very well be emulated
for resource management.
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